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Message from the Guest Editor

The concepts of Energy Transition and Environmental
Protection have entered our homes overwhelmingly; young
people discuss these concepts with each other and with
adults, with growing determination and conviction. All we,
youngs and adults, are looking for our own contribution to
the current global process about energy and climate.
Cooperation and mutual help underlie theongoing debate
even when they are not explicitly mentioned. And there is a
question here, increasingly recurrent: "How can I exchange
energy with my neighbor, in my community, in my city?".

This special issue aims to answer this question.

To this end, contributions about energy management for
the exchange of energy between users (consumers,
prosumers, prosumages) in Smart Cities are welcome; the
contributions show original and new research results, from
both academia and industrial R&D departments.

Contributions addressing up-to-date reviews and reports of
latest national or trans-national projects are also welcome.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Smart Cities provides an advanced forum for the
dissemination of information on the science and
technology of smart cities. It publishes reviews, regular
research papers (articles) and communications in all areas
of research concerning smart cities. Our aim is to
encourage scientists to publish their experimental and
theoretical results in as much detail as possible. There is no
restriction on the length of the papers so that the full
experimental results can be reproduced. Manuscripts
regarding research proposals and research ideas are
particularly welcome.
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